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 Zakir Hussain as Neelum Chaudhry Darshan Jariwala as "Uddu" Suna Walia as Preeti(Jodha) Soha Ali Butt as Laila Sachin Johangir as Faizan / Ammad Aurjeet Jani as Resham (Mina and Resham's daughter) Parveen Kaur as Mulki / Moharib Shafqat Cheema as Nasir Shah Zada as Farhan (Takkar) Ghazala Qureshi as Sahira Sarwat Gulzar as Arsh Harjeet Gill as Zeb Deep Dhillon as Darpan Sahir
Ludhianvi as Akbar The leading cast was officially announced on 30 December 2015. Director The director of the movie was Abro Wadhwa, who directed Kashmira Shah's Tezaab (2014) before. He worked with Kashmira Shah in other two movies; namely, Khudgarz: The Game of Love and Revenge and Paris Express. Kashmira Shah has claimed that she was against the idea of her directing

Kashmira Shah's own film and he agreed to direct because he got a higher fee in the original offer. Shah said, "The script was very detailed, and he (Wadhwa) has had such a knowledge of the book (Kashmira's book) that he understood what the characters were saying and what was being conveyed". Box office Critical reception Mehreen Iqbal of The Express Tribune gave the film 4 stars out of 5 and
stated that Kashmira Shah "has dealt with this situation on screen with freshness, verve and ease". She also praised Ali Zafar for his performance. Avreen Sultan of Pakistan Today gave the film 3 stars out of 5 and said that Kashmira Shah has managed to capture the essence of the book and "Kashmira Shah directs her own film with all the perfection". References External links Category:Pakistani

films Category:Pakistani drama films Category:English-language Pakistani films Category:Urdu-language films Category:2013 films Category:Films based on Pakistani novels1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to an oscillator having a resonance circuit and a filter circuit 82157476af
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